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If you shop on Amazon, you may be familiar with the Amazon
Smile program which allows you to designate an approved nonprofit organization to receive a portion of the funds you
spend on the items that you purchase. Your participation in
this program does not add any additional expense to your
online purchase, but it can be a useful way to financially
assist the organizations you already support.
We’re pleased to let you know that NARSOL’s 501(c)(3)
foundation, Vivante Espero, has been approved to participate
in the Amazon Smile program.
Founded in 2014, Vivante Espero exists primarily for the
purpose of supporting NARSOL’s advocacy in a number of ways.
Vivante Espero produces most of NARSOL’s promotional
materials. It also supports NARSOL’s conferences, publishes
the Digest, provides ongoing support for the Fearless
projects, and, as NARSOL’s Legal Fund, Vivante Espero helps to
provide capital for important constitutional challenges

throughout the nation.
In sum, your support for Vivante Espero is one in the same
support for NARSOL. And NARSOL needs a strong and vibrant
foundation to achieve its long-term goals and objectives. We
hope that you agree.
Amazon has made it very simple for you to designate a
qualified, non-profit organization as your preferred recipient
of support for the online purchases you make.
This link will take you directly to smile.amazon.com in
support of Vivante Espero so you won’t have to search for it.
Once you have set things up on your personal Amazon account,
you will want to begin signing in for future purchases by
using https://smile.amazon.com in order to be certain that
Vivante Espero benefits from the purchases you make.
It’s that simple. So, please show your support for NARSOL by
designating Vivante Espero as your Amazon Smile partner today
and let your online purchases provide some critical financial
support for our advocacy efforts. And thank you!
To support NARSOL’s foundation, Vivante Espero, please visit:
https://smile.amazon.com/ch/47-3285181
Respectfully yours,
Robin W. Vander Wall
President, Vivante Espero

